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Abstract

Individuals and businesses have been significantly benefited by Large Language Models (LLMs) including PaLM, Gemini and
ChatGPT in various ways. For example, LLMs enhance productivity, reduce costs, and enable us to focus on more valuable tasks.
Furthermore, LLMs possess the capacity to sift through extensive datasets, uncover underlying patterns, and furnish critical insights
that propel the frontiers of technology and science. However, LLMs also pose privacy concerns. Users’ interactions with LLMs
may expose their sensitive personal or company information. A lack of robust privacy safeguards and legal frameworks could
permit the unwarranted intrusion or improper handling of individual data, thereby risking infringements of privacy and the theft of
personal identities. To ensure privacy, it is essential to minimize the dependency between shared prompts and private information.
Various randomization approaches have been proposed to protect prompts’ privacy, but they may incur utility loss compared to
unprotected LLMs prompting. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the balance between the risk of privacy leakage and loss of
utility when conducting effective protection mechanisms. The current study develops a framework for inferring privacy-protected
Large Language Models (LLMs) and lays down a solid theoretical basis for examining the interplay between privacy preservation
and utility. The core insight is encapsulated within a theorem that is called as the NFL (abbreviation of the word No-Free-Lunch)
Theorem.

© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The advent of sophisticated Large Language Models, including PaLM [1] and ChatGPT [2] have brought substantial
benefits to both individuals and enterprisess. These models are equipped to facilitate our endeavors across a diverse
spectrum of domains, from synthesizing information to generating new content and data analysis. By doing so, they
enhance our productivity, reduce costs, and free us from tedious work, allowing us to focus on more valuable tasks [3].
Moreover, LLMs can assist in generating ideas, designing solutions, and facilitating research and development. For
instance, in domains such as healthcare, finance, and science, LLMs can analyze massive volumes of data, identify
patterns, and offer valuable insights that can propel technical and scientific breakthroughs and advancements.

Although LLMs bring great benefits, they have also raised privacy concerns. When users interact with LLMs, their
queries, which may encompass confidential personal or company information, are exposed to the host of LLMs. If
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users’ queries are not adequately secured and LLM vendors are not effectively regulated, there is a risk that user data
could be misused or accessed by unauthorized individuals, leading to identity theft or other privacy violations. This is
especially worrying considering the sensitivity of the information, such as financial details or health-related discussions,
shared with AI chatbots or Agents.

Therefore, preserving privacy is of great importance when prompting LLMs for inference.
In this study, our focus lies on a typical LLM inference setting, where the LLM is black-box, and its architecture,

model parameters, and inference details are concealed within commercial APIs and user interfaces. In light of this,
a natural approach to protecting the privacy of prompts is to add randomization to prompts. Several randomization
techniques [4, 5, 6] have been proposed to address this concern and have shown empirical effectiveness in mitigating
privacy leakage resulting from exposed prompts. However, these approaches inevitably incur a certain degree of utility
loss compared to prompting LMs without any protection. Moreover, existing research lacks the theoretical analysis
necessary to quantify the compromise of the reduction in utility and exposure of privacy. The tension between reducing
the exposure of private information and the detriment to utility propels our exploration to investigate the research
inquiry: "Theoretically, is there possibility of developing some protective methods that can achieve minimal exposure
of private information and detriment to utility at the same time when prompting an LLM?" Our primary finding is
encapsulated in the Theorem 4.4 within context of our proposed framework for privacy-preserving LM inference,
presenting a counterargument to this question. We named it as No-Free-Lunch Theorem.

Another pertinent research [7] similarly introduces a theorem that try to address the equilibrium between the
utility and privacy. However, the scope of that study primarily focuses on training models in the context of horizontal
federated learning, where privacy leakage is defined based on model gradients transmitted between clients and the
server. In contrast, our work concentrates on LLM inference, where interactions involving prompts and LLM outputs
occur between the client and server as detailed in section 3, and we define privacy leakage as the extent to which an
adversary can deduce the original input from an protected one. These distinct definitions of privacy leakage provide
novel theoretical insights for analyzing the balance between utility and private information. Our study’s contributions
are encapsulated in the following points:

• A framework aimed at privacy-preserving LLM inference, wherein we provide formal definitions for privacy
leakage (as outlined in Definition 3.1) and utility loss (as outlined in Definition 3.2), has been proposed.
Furthermore, we formulate the privacy-preserving LLM inference problem as a constrained optimization
problem.

• A No-Free-Lunch theorem (as stated in Theorem 4.4) aimed at privacy-preserving LLM inference, which
provides a quantitative characterization of the trade-off between detriment to utility and exposure of private
information, has been established. Specifically, it demonstrates that weighted summation of utility reduction and
privacy exposure is bounded below by a constant contingent upon the specific problem, and is not zero, thereby
implying that a certain degree of model performance must be sacrificed in order to ensure a desired level of
privacy preservation.

2. Related Work

During the LLM inference, both the client and the LLM server have the potential to act as adversaries, compromising
each other’s privacy [8]. In this study, we focus on a scenario where the LLM server is the adversary and can infer
the client’s private information by analyzing the prompt provided by the client (see Section 3.1). In this section, we
provide a concise overview of existing research concerning attack of privacy, safeguarding measures, and the balance
of preserving utility against protecting privacy within the realm of large language model (LLM) inference.

2.1. Privacy Attacks in LLM inference

During the inference phase of LLM, the LLM server may attempt to infer a client’s private information by analyzing
the prompts sent by the client. This can be achieved by inferring privacy information from a single prompt or by
manipulating an otherwise innocuous conversation with the user to elicit prompts that contain private and sensitive
information [9]. A multitude of strategies for launching attacks have been outlined in such contexts. For example, the
server has the capability to initiate attacks that invert embeddings [10, 11, 12, 13], aiming to reconstruct the original
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prompt based on the provided embedding. In addition, the server may employ these kinds of attacks for extracting
sensitive information such as ethnicity, sex, and age from the provided embedding [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Moreover, the
server hosting the LLM can exploit its model to discern the client’s original prompt from a modified version [5, 9].

2.2. Privacy Protections in LLM inference

Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) and Randomization are two mainstream protection mechanisms leveraged
to protect the privacy of clients’ sensitive information. SMPC facilitates the collaborative computation of a function
among several entities, ensuring the privacy of their individual inputs to be confidential. In the context of LLMs,
SMPC could be employed for executing computations on encrypted data, which ensures that no single party gains
access to other parties’ confidential inputs. These methods prioritize enhancing the efficiency of LLM architectures
and SMPC protocols to minimize the substantial computation and communication expenses incurred by SMPC
protocols [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Although SMPC can ensure the confidentiality of client data, it requires the
LLM to collaborate tightly with the client, which can limit its application to LLMs that are only accessible through
commercial APIs. Randomization is an alternative privacy-preserving mechanism that adds random noise to the
prompt’s embedding to protect the privacy of the prompt. For instance, the InferDPT approach [5] utilizes a differential
privacy (DP) mechanism to alter the user’s input text, thereby hindering any potential eavesdropping by a malevolent
large language model (LLM) server that could deduce sensitive user information. In the context of the InferDPT system,
users initially introduce minor, yet semantically coherent, variations to the tokens within their input. Afterward, this
modified input is forwarded to an LLM, which formulates a reply and relays it back to the user. The user then utilizes
their own pre-trained model to produce the conclusive output by integrating the initial input and the LLM’s reply. The
DP-OPT technique [26], on the other hand, harnesses advanced Deep Language Networks (as described in DLN [27])
under the guidance of a local model to autonomously refine input prompts. In this process, DP-OPT implements a
privacy-preserving aggregation technique to safeguard the confidentiality of the prompts. In a separate study, staab et
al. [9] explored the application of text anonymization techniques for safeguarding user data privacy and concluded
through empirical evidence that such methods alone are not adequate for ensuring robust privacy protection.

2.3. Trade-off Between Utility and Privacy in LLM inference

In addition, beyond introducing methods to safeguard personal data, several investigations have scrutinized the
equilibrium between utility and private information when interacting with LLMs. These investigations primarily focus
on two scenarios for LLM inference.

In the first scenario, the LLM operates behind a commercial API, solely relying on textual prompts as inputs.
Protection mechanisms typically involve introducing random noise to the prompts or their corresponding embeddings.
Representative works in this scenario include DP-OPT [26] and InferDPT [5]. These studies have demonstrated a
decline in task performance as the privacy budget decreases. Furthermore, DP-OPT highlights that leveraging larger
LLMs can significantly mitigate performance-private information trade-off. LLM is divided into two parts in the second
scenario: a larger portion deployed on the server and a smaller portion deployed on the client. The server and client
collaborate in training these two portions of the LLM, incorporating random noise into the embedding vectors to protect
privacy. Representative examples of research falling under this scenario include TextObfuscator [4] and SAP [28].
Both studies also exhibited the delicate balance between privacy and utility. Specifically, as randomization increases,
utility decreases while privacy increases, and vice versa.

The primary emphasis of these studies lies in the empirical assessment of the balance between confidentiality and
performance, lacking a theoretical framework or a numerical evaluation of the utility-privacy equilibrium during LLMs’
inference. Our study aims to address this gap by providing a theoretical analysis and quantification in this regard.

3. A Framework of Privacy-Preserving LLM Inference

Our framework considers a typical LLM inference setting in which a client sends prompts to query the black-box
LLM hosted by a server. The LLM is black-box in the sense that the server of the LLM hides the LLM architecture and
parameters as well as inference details, and it only exposes the query and prediction commercial APIs and interface for
the client to make inferences. We also assume that the server may mount a privacy attack during the inference to infer
client’s privacy based on observed prompts, which necessitates client-side privacy protection.
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Table 1: Used notation in this study

Notation Meaning

d̃(m) The m-th token in client’s protected prompt d̃

ϵp Leakage of private information (Def. 3.1)

d(m) The m-th token in client’s prompt d

ϵu Loss of utility (Def. 3.2)

d, d̃ The client’s original and protected prompts, respectively

w Undistorted embedding of the client’s prompt

w̃ Distorted embedding of the client’s prompt

P Distribution of undistorted embedding w

P̃ Distribution of distorted embedding w̃

P̆ Distribution of embedding that is independent of the embedding of the client’s prompt

P0 Distribution of test data

TV(·||·) Two distributions’ total variation distance

We commence with an introduction of threat model in this section. Subsequently, we expound upon representative
protection mechanisms and attacking methods, based on which we subsequently provide formal definitions of utility
loss and privacy leakage. Finally, we formulate objective of privacy-preserving LLM inference as a constrained
optimization problem.

3.1. Threat Model

We assume the LLM server is the attacker. We discuss its threat to the client’s private data considering objective,
capability, and knowledge of attacker.
Attacker’s objective. We regard the LLM server as a potential adversary intent on deducing the client’s confidential
details with considerable accuracy by analyzing the client’s exposed embedding. To this end, the server tries to obtain
tokens or words in the prompt as many as possible.
Attacker’s capability. We classify the adversary as semi-honest, adhering to the LLM inference rules by ensuring the
production of the output, yet potentially seeking to deduce sensitive client data based on client’s prompt.
Attacker’s knowledge. We assume that the server is aware that the client may apply a randomization mechanism to
protect its uploaded prompts. The server may launch attacks using all available information (e.g., its hosted LLM) to
reconstruct each word or token from the original prompt based on the observed perturbed embedding.

3.2. Attacking Methods

Considering the attacker’s knowledge and capability, it is expected that they will employ a privacy breach technique,
designated as AttackA, to deduce the sequence of the original prompt’s elements from the observed prompt. Herein,
we give three representative attacks.

• Input inference attack [18]: the server leverages a pre-trained BERT model to reconstruct tokens of the original
prompt from the perturbed prompt. Specifically, the server substitutes each token in the perturbed prompt
sequentially with the special one "[MASK]" and lets the BERT model predict the token at the "[MASK]" position.
The accuracy of the attack is computed by comparing the predicted tokens to the original tokens.

• Embedding inversion attack [10]: the server deduces the original tokens by referencing the embeddings of the
protected tokens. It utilizes an algorithm for nearest neighbor identification to accomplish this objective. Upon
receiving a embedding of an altered token, the server identifies its closest counterpart within the vector space,
which is then considered the inferred original token. The effectiveness of this process is gauged by the precision
of the recovered tokens.
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• LLM-assisted inference attack [5, 9]: the server exploits the capitalizes of large language models like GPT-4 to
reconstruct the original prompt from the perturbed version. To elaborate, the server introduces the perturbed
prompt to the GPT-4 system and commands it to regenerate each token. The operation is deemed a success when
the regenerated tokens align precisely with those of the original prompt.

In this study, we investigate the trade-off between loss of utility and leakage of privacy when client introduces
randomization to the prompt used to query a black-box LLM for protecting the prompt’s confidentiality. In the next
section, we elaborate on the randomization protection mechanism and the associated privacy-preserving LLM inference
process.

3.3. Protection Mechanisms

The user employs privacy preserving mechanismM : Rm → Rm that convert the embedding w of original prompt
d to a distorted counterpart w̃. w and w̃ follow distributions P and P̃, respectively. The client then converts the distorted
embeddings w̃ back to the protected prompt d̃, which will be shared with the server for LLM inference. In this way, the
chance that the attacker can infer the original prompt d based on w̃ is reduced. The distribution P̃ is termed protected
distribution pertaining to client’s prompt.

Let us consider the process of adding randomness as an illustrative case. We posit that w follows the distribution P,
which is a normal distribution with mean µ0 and covariance matrix Σ0, and the perturbative noise ϵ is also normally
distributed with a zero mean and noise covariance Σϵ . Here, Σ0 is specified as a diagonal matrix with elements
{σ2

1, . . . , σ
2
m}, and Σϵ is similarly a diagonal matrix with identical elements {σ2

ϵ , . . . , σ
2
ϵ }. Subsequently, original

prompt is safeguarded through the addition of noise to its embedding: w̃ = w + ϵ ∼ N(µ0,Σ0 + Σϵ) with distribution
P̃ = N(µ0,Σ0 + Σϵ). The randomization mechanisms can defend against a broad range of privacy attacks, for it directly
replaces original tokens by sampling noise.

With the protection mechanism, the LLM inference procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 and described as follows:

1 The client designs a prompt d to accomplish a specific task.

2 The client leverages a privacy protection mechanismM to transform d to protected version d̃, aiming to prevent
the server (i.e., the attacker) from inferring private information through investigating d̃.

3 The client sends the prompt of d̃ to the server to query the LLM.

4 The LLM at the server takes the protected prompt d̃ as input and generates the corresponding response r̃. Then,
the server sends r̃ to the client.

In our study, black-box LLM is mainly considered by us, whose architecture, model parameters, and inference
details are hidden behind commercial APIs and user interfaces. Therefore, protection mechanisms involving encryption
and secure multi-party computation do not apply to our framework. To protect the privacy of prompts querying a
black-box LLM, randomization is the representative privacy protection mechanism investigated in the literature. In the
next subsection, we elucidate the randomization protection mechanism.

3.3.1. Randomization Protection Mechanism
Given a tokenizer, a token vocabulary V , and E ∈ R|V |×M , an embedding model, where |V | is vocabulary’s size and

M is embedding’s dimension, respectively, we first use tokenizer to turn prompt d into tokens {d(m)}
|V |
m=1, where d(m) ∈

V , and then we employ E to map a token d(m) into an embedding w(m) = E(d(m)). The random distortion of a token
d(m) can be done by the addition of a random noise δ to w(m): w̃(m) = w(m) + δ and replace d(m) with a token d̃(m) whose
embedding is close to w̃(m), the procedure of which is illustrated in Figure 2.

The literature has proposed various methods to compute δ and choose a semantic similar token d̃(m) for d(m) based
on the distorted embedding w̃(m) of w(m). Herein, we give two examples:

• Applying dχ-privacy to perturb token d(m) [6]. Given dimension π and privacy parameter η, the random noise δ
is computed by δ = lv, where the scalar l ∼ Gamma distribution Γ(π, 1

η
) and the uniform vector v is selected at

random in accordance with a uniform distribution across the entire unit ball Bπ. we first compute its embedding
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Figure 1: Illustration of the privacy-preserving LLM inference. The LLM inference procedure involves four steps: (1) the client designs a prompt d;
(2) the client applies a privacy protection mechanism to the original prompt d to obtain a protected prompt d̃; (3) the client sends d̃ the server; (4)
The LLM takes d̃ as input and sends the generated response r̃ back to the client.

Figure 2: Illustration of randomization protection mechanism. The randomization protection mechanism aims to replace each token in a prompt with
a semantically similar token. It typically involves four steps: (1) obtain the embedding w(m) of a given token d(m); (2) add random noise δ to the
embedding w(m) to obtain a distorted embedding w̃(m); (3) find adjacent embeddings of w̃(m), denoted as ϕd(m) ; (4) Select an embedding w from ϕd(m)

and replace d(m) with token d̃(m) corresponding to w.

w(m) = E(d(m)) and random noise embedding w̃(m) = w(m) + δ. A token d(m) is replaced with a semantically similar
token d̃(m) by solving the optimization problem: d̃(m) = argmink ||w

(m) − w̃(m)||. By repetitively replacing each
token d(m) in d with d̃(m), we obtain a privatized textual version d̃ of the original prompt d.

• Applying the random adjacent list to perturb d(m) [5]. Given a token d(m), we first compute its embedding
w(m) = E(d(m)) and random noise embedding w̃(m) = w(m) + δ. The random adjacency list of d(m) is composed of
any token d(k) ∈ V, k , m whose embedding w(k) has a Euclidean distance to w(m) that is shorter than Euclidean
distance between w(m) and w̃(m). We denote the random adjacent list of d(m) as ϕd(m) . By repetitively replacing
each token d(m) of d with a token in ϕd(m) , we obtain a privatized textual version d̃ of d.

We now proceed to provide formal definitions for the fundamental concepts imposed by the privacy-preserving
mechanismM and the attacking mechanismA.

3.4. Utility Loss and Privacy Leakage

The original prompt is protected by protection mechanismM perturbing its embedding, which affects both the loss
of utility and leakage of privacy of the prompt (see Section 3.3), and the attacking methodA typically reconstructs
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tokens of the original prompt based on the observed (i.e., protected) prompt (see Section 3.2), which determines the
privacy leakage. In this section, we formally defined privacy leakage and utility loss.

Definition 3.1 (Privacy Leakage). Let P̃ denote protected embedding’s distribution of the client’s prompt, and P̆ denote
the distribution of embedding that is independent of the client’s prompt. We define privacy leakage as the measurement
that quantifies the gap between the recovery extent of the private information when the distorted prompt is provided
and the random prompt is provided to the attacker:

ϵp = R(P̆) − R(P̃) (1)

where R(P̃) = Ew∼P̃[R(w)] and R(P̆) = Ew∼P̆[R(w)]. The R(w) is the recovery extent R on the embedding w of prompt d
and we define it as

R(w) = 1 −
1
I

I∑
i=1

|| 1
|d|

∑|d|
m=1(d(m)

i (w) − d(m))||

Ω
. (2)

where d(m) represents prompt d’s original m-th token, d(m)
i (w) represents the m-th token inferred by the attacker at

iteration i upon observing the embedding w, and I represents the total number of the iterative process of the attacking
approach launched by the attacker.
Remark:
(1) R(P̆) acts as the baseline scenario where the attacker attempts to recover the original prompt through random
guessing. In essence, if the attacker achieves a recovery extent close to R(P̆), it indicates that the privacy leakage
incurred by the attacker is approaching 0.
(2) We assume that ||d(m)

i − d(m)|| ∈ [0,Ω], where Ω is the upper bound of the distance between tokens and it is a positive
constant. Therefore, ϵp ∈ [0, 1].
(3) When all estimated tokens d(m)

i are equal to the original token d(m) for every index m ranging from 1 to the length of
the token sequence |d|, it indicates that there is no differential privacy protection applied, and the privacy leakage is at
its maximum (quantified as 1).
(4) Without loss of generality, we posit privacy parameter I is greater than 0. If I is equal to 0, it implies that no privacy
protection is enforced, and the privacy loss for any token w will be 0.

Assumption 3.1. We assume that R(w̃) − R(w) ≥ R(w̃)/c ∀w ∈ W and w̃ ∈ W̃, where c > 0 represents a constant.

This following definition captures the discrepancy in utility between using unprotected model information and
using model information with privacy-preserving mechanisms, and it serves as a quantitative measure of the impact of
privacy protection on the utility of the model inference.

Definition 3.2 (Utility Loss). The decrement in utility reflects the contrast between the utility achieved through the
model’s information in the absence of privacy-preserving measures, adhering to the original distribution P, and the
utility achieved when privacy safeguards are implemented, conforming to the secured distribution P̃. Mathematically, it
is defined as:

ϵu = U(P) − U(P̃),

where P and P̃ represent the distributions of models without and with a privacy protection mechanism, respectively.
The expected utility U(P) = Es∼P0Ew∼PU(w, s) is calculated with respect to a test dataset s ∼ P0, where P0 is the
distribution of the test dataset. The utility function U(w, s) quantifies the usefulness or effectiveness of the model w on
the test dataset s.

3.5. Privacy-Preserving LLM Inference Optimization
During inference of privacy-protecting LLM, the client aims to find a prompt protected by a protection mechanism,

with the goal of minimizing utility loss given a privacy budget. Simultaneously, the server wants to infer confidential
7
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details of the client from protected prompt. We formulate the optimization problem of the privacy-preserving LLM
inference as follows.

d∗ = argmin
d
ϵu(d|M)

s.t. ϵp(d|M,A) ≤ ξ.
(3)

whereM is the privacy protection mechanism applied by the client to protect its original prompt d,A is the attacking
approach leveraged by the server to reconstruct d based on the observed prompt d̃ sent by the client, and ξ is the
constraint of leakage of privacy; ϵu is utility loss of d, affected by theM; ϵp is the privacy leakage on d, which is
affected by bothM andA.

The LLM inference problem formulated in Eq.(3) aims to find a prompt d∗ that achieves the minimal utility loss
while keeping the privacy leakage under an acceptable constraint ξ. Within the privacy-preserving LLM inference’s
framework, the problem to achieve minimal privacy leakage and utility loss simultaneously raises a fundamental
question: Are there any possibility of designing protective mechanism to fulfill both objectives? In the forthcoming
section, we address this question by presenting a counterargument in specific scenarios. We are thus motivated to
introduce the notion of no free lunch in the realm of privacy-protected large language model inference, as detailed
in Theorem 4.4. The theorem establishes the inherent equilibrium between private information and utility in LLM
inference, highlighting challenges in simultaneously minimizing utility loss and privacy leakage. By examining the
trade-off, valuable insights into the limitations and complexities associated with achieving optimal privacy and utility
guarantees are derived in LLM inference scenarios.

4. No Free Lunch Theorem for Privacy-Preserving LLM Inference

The fundamental concept behind privacy-preserving LLM inference revolves around perturbing the embedding of
the original prompt d and transmitting the perturbed embedding w̃ as the prompt d̃ to the server, ensuring the privacy
of d. In this process, the utility loss is employed to quantify the increase in the expected average loss caused by the
perturbed embedding w̃ compared to the utility provided by w. It is worth noting that w̃ and w follow the distributions
P̃ and P respectively. By considering these factors, we delve into the No Free Lunch Theorem for Privacy-Preserving
LLM Inference, which is the focus of this article. This theorem sheds light on the inherent equilibrium between utility
and private information in LLM inference, emphasizing challenges associated with simultaneously minimizing utility
loss and privacy leakage. By exploring this trade-off, we gain a deeper understanding of the intricacy of securing
optimal standard of privacy with compromising least utility of LLM inference mechanisms.

In this context, our objective is to investigate the limitations of randomization-based privacy-preserving mechanisms.
To accomplish our goal, it is essential to measure the unavoidable decrement in utility inherent in the process of
safeguarding privacy. Logically, as we apply greater changes to the original prompt w, we enhance the level of privacy
preservation, but at the same time, we compromise the accuracy of the resulting output. To assess the degree of
distortion, we employ Euclidean distance of tokens of the original prompt and protected prompt’s tokens. This distance
serves as a crucial component that connects the notions of utility loss and privacy leakage. By incorporating this
distance metric, we establish a framework for understanding the equilibrium of utility loss and privacy preservation in
context of randomization-based privacy-preserving LLM inference. This framework forms the basis for the formulation
and exploration of the No Free Lunch Theorem for Privacy-Preserving LLM Inference, which is the central focus of
our article.

Definition 4.1 (Optimal Embedding). Let w∗ denote the embedding of the prompt d∗ that maximizes the utility.
Specifically,

w∗ = argmax
w∈W

U(w),

where U(w) = Es∼Po U(w, s) is the expected utility computed on a test dataset s sampled from distribution P0, andW
is the union of the support P̃ and the support of P.
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Subsequently, we define the notion of near-optimal embedding, denoted byWc. Here, W̃ represents the set of
possible protected embeddings, and c is a non-negative constant. The near-optimal prompt embedding consists of those
embeddings from W̃ for which the difference in utility, denoted by U(w∗) − U(w), is no greater than c for all possible
optimal embeddings w∗ in the setW∗. In other words, the near-optimal embedding captures the embeddings that result
in a utility loss within the tolerance specified by c when compared to all possible optimal embeddings.

Definition 4.2 (Near-optimal Embedding). Suppose W̃ is the support of the protected embedding’s distribution. Let c
be a constant which is no smaller than 0, we define the near-optimal prompt embeddingWc as the subset of W̃ that
satisfies the following condition: for any optimal embedding w∗ in the setW∗, the difference in utility between w∗ and
any embedding w inWc is no greater than c, i.e.,

Wc =
{
w ∈ W̃ : |U(w∗) − U(w)| ≤ c,∀w∗ ∈ W∗

}
.

In other words, near-optimal prompt embeddingWc consists of the embeddings from W̃ that exhibit a utility
difference of at most c compared to any optimal embedding w∗ inW∗. This definition allows us to identify a set of
embeddings that are close in utility to the optimal embeddings while providing a level of privacy protection.

Assumption 4.1 ensures that there is a limit on the density of embeddings within a certain distance from the optimal
embeddings. This prevents situations where the utility function lacks variability and fails to distinguish between optimal
embeddings and a subset of embeddings.

Assumption 4.1. Let c inWc (see Definition 4.2) be α, the maximum constant s.t.∫
W̃

p̃(w)1{w ∈ Wα}dw ≤
TV(P||P̃)

2
, (4)

where p̃ is distorted embedding w̃’s probability density, α is a positive constant.

Remark:

In the above assumption, we state that α is the maximum constant that satisfies the inequality involving total
variation distance between the true distribution P and the distorted distribution P̃. Such inequality gives a bound to
near-optimal parameters’ cumulative density, as delineated in Definition 4.2. We assume that α is positive, indicating
that there exists a non-zero tolerance for the utility loss.

Definition 4.3 (Distortion Extent). Let d(m) and d̃(m) be original prompt d’s and protected prompt d̃’s m-th token,
respectively. Then, the distortion extent is defined as

∆ = ∥
1
N

N∑
m=1

g(d(m)) −
1
N

N∑
m=1

g(d̃(m))∥, (5)

where N = |d| and || · || is the Euclidean distance.
Remark: Assuming general applicability, we posit that ∆ ≤ 1.

Assumption 4.2 (Bi-Lipschitz Condition). For any two prompts d1 and d2, it is assumed that there exist constants ca

and cb s.t.:

ca · ||g(d1) − g(d2)|| ≤ ||d1 − d2|| ≤ cb · ||g(d1) − g(d2)||,

where g(d) represents the encoding of prompt d, and || · || denotes a norm (e.g., Euclidean norm).

The above assumption establishes a bi-Lipschitz condition between the distance in the prompt space and the distance
in the encoded space. It implies that the encoding function g(·) preserves the relative distances between prompts up to a
scaling factor within a certain range determined by the constants ca and cb.

9
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Based on the aforementioned context, we introduce Assumption 4.3, which assumes that the cumulative regret
in the privacy-preserving LLM inference process is self-bounded. Specifically, a polynomial function of number of
learning rounds I bounds cumulative regret. The bound is defined as Θ(Ip), where p is a positive exponent. Difference
between utility function evaluations of reconstructed data points d(m)

i and original data points d(m) is measured as regret.
The constants c0 and c2 represent positive values that determine the bounds of the regret.

Assumption 4.3 (Self-bounded Regret). Let I represent the overall count of learning iterations conducted by the
semi-honest adversary. We suppose cumulative regret satisfies the following condition:

c0 · Ip ≤

I∑
i=1

||g(d(m)
i ) − g(d(m))|| ≜ Θ(Ip) ≤ c2 · Ip, (6)

where c0 and c2 are positive constants, d(m) represents the m-th data point in the dataset d, and d(m)
i denotes the m-th

recovered data point generated at iteration i through the application of the optimization algorithm.

This assumption states that the cumulative regret is bounded by a polynomial function of I. The polynomial
function is characterized by the exponent p, and the bounds are determined by the positive constants c0 and c2. The
assumption implies that the attacker achieves regret that scales polynomially with I, indicating that the attacker exploits
an asymptotically optimal regret for gradient-matching.

The provided assumption establishes a performance guarantee for the optimization algorithm used by the attacker
and suggests that many classical gradient-matching optimizers satisfy this self-bounded regret condition.
Remark: In general, Assumption 4.3 indicates that the attacker will exploit asymptotically optimal regret for gradient-
matching. This assumption is reasonable in practice as many classical gradient-matching optimizers satisfy it. The
following examples illustrate this point:
Example 1: The AdaGrad algorithm [29] achieves an optimal regret bound of Θ(

√
I) given by O(max log h, h1−β/2

√
I),

where β ∈ (1, 2) and h is the dimension of the data. In this case, p = 1/2.
Example 2: The Adam algorithm [30] achieves an optimal regret bound of Θ(

√
I) given by O(log h

√
I) with an

improved constant, where h is the dimension of the data. In this case, p = 1/2.
These examples demonstrate that well-known optimization algorithms like AdaGrad and Adam satisfy Assumption

4.3 and achieve optimal regret bounds with specific values of p. This supports the practicality and applicability of the
assumption in various scenarios.

In the following Lemma 4.1, we establish a theoretical relationship between privacy leakage and the extent of
distortion in the embedding process. Assuming the Lipschitz continuity property and certain bounds on the optimization
algorithm, and that a function of the number of rounds bounds expected regret of attacker’s optimization algorithm.
We propose a lower bound on the privacy leakage, indicating that the reconstruction of the original prompt from the
protected prompt is limited. This result offers significant understanding of the trade-off between privacy and distortion
in presence of a semi-honest attacker.

Lemma 4.1 (Theoretical Relationship between Privacy Leakage and Distortion Extent). Let Assumption 4.2 hold.
The semi-honest attacker employs an optimization algorithm to conduct attack in order to infer the original prompt d
belonging to client from d̃. Suppose embedding of d is w. Let d(m) be m-th token of d, d̃(m) represent m-th token of d̃.
Let the distortion extent of the embedding be introduced in Definition 4.3. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. That is, total I
rounds of the optimization algorithm is expected regret is Θ(Ip). We have that

R(w) ≥ 1 −
cb∆ + c2 · cbIp−1

Ω
, (7)

where c2 is introduced in Assumption 4.3, cb is introduced in Assumption 4.2, and Ω is introduced in Definition 3.1.

The following Lemma 4.2 establishes a theoretical relationship between privacy leakage and total variation distance
in the context of prompt distortion. By considering prompt embedding’s distributions before and after distortion, we
derive a lower bound on leakage of the privacy measured by ϵp. This is expressed with respect to these distributions’
total variance distance. This result provides a theoretical interconnection between privacy and TV distance, indicating
that as the total variation distance increases, the privacy leakage also increases. The derived bound involves constants
related to the Lipschitz continuity property, the optimization algorithm, and the overall distortion extent. This analysis
contributes to the understanding of the interplay between privacy and utility in the presence of prompt distortion.

10
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Lemma 4.2 (Theoretical Relationship between Privacy Leakage and Total Variation Distance). Let ϵp be defined in Eq.
(2). Let P̃ and P̆ represent prompt embedding’s distribution before and after distorted. Given the preceding conditions,
it follows

ϵp ≥ C1 · TV(P̃||P̆),

where C1 =

(
1− cb+c2 ·cb I p−1

Ω

)
c , c2 is introduced in Assumption 4.3, cb is introduced in Assumption 4.2, and c is introduced

in Assumption 3.1. For an in-depth examination, consult Section Appendix B on the nexus between privacy and total
variation.

In the following Lemma 4.3 establishes a theoretical relationship between utility loss and the total variation distance
in the context of prompt distortion. Considering prompt embedding’s distributions before and after distortion, we derive
a lower bound on the utility loss measured by ϵu. The bound is expressed with respect to these distributions’ total
variation distance. This result reveals that as the total variation distance increases, the utility loss also increases. The
bound is characterized by the constant α, which is related to the assumptions regarding the distorted embedding. This
theorem provides valuable insights into understanding the impact of prompt distortion on the utility of the embedding,
highlighting the trade-off between utility preservation and the level of distortion incurred.

Lemma 4.3 (Theoretical Relationship between Utility Loss and Total Variation Distance). Suppose Assumption 4.1
is valid, and ϵu be defined in Definition 3.2. Let P and P̃ represent embedding’s distribution before and after being
distorted. Given the preceding conditions, it follows

ϵu ≥
α

2
· TV(P||P̃),

where α is introduced in Assumption 4.1. For an in-depth examination, consult Section Appendix C for detailed
analysis.

Upon combining Lemma 4.2 with Lemma 4.3, we deduce a quantitative relation between decrement of utility and
leakage of privacy, as articulated in Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.4 (No Free Lunch Theorem for Privacy-Preserving LLM Inference). Suppose ϵp be defined in Definition 3.1,
and define ϵu as in Definition 3.2, given Assumption 4.1, it follows

C2

C1
· ϵp + ϵu ≥ C2 · TV(P||P̆), (8)

in which

• C1 =

(
1− cb+c2 ·cb I p−1

Ω

)
c , where c2 is introduced in Assumption 4.3, cb is introduced in Assumption 4.2, and c is

introduced in Assumption 3.1.

• C2 =
α
2 , where α is introduced in Assumption 4.1.

• TV(P||P̆) is a constant representing the distribution’s total variation distance of the undistorted embedding and
the distribution’s total variation distance of embedding independent of the client’s prompt embedding. This
constant is independent of the protection mechanisms.

For an in-depth analysis, see Section Appendix D.

Theorem 4.4 demonstrates that sum of utility loss and privacy leakage incurred by protecting the prompt is lower
bounded by a constant that is contingent on specific problem. This theorem essentially asserts that when interacting
with an LLM using protected prompts, the client cannot attain infinitesimal levels of privacy leakage and utility loss
simultaneously. Instead, a trade-off must be made, wherein a reduction in privacy leakage (ϵp) is accompanied by a
corresponding increase in utility loss (ϵu) and vice versa.
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This principle is similar to the No-Free-Lunch theorem for federated learning proposed by Zheng et al. [7], which
demonstrated that the clients have to trade-off between privacy and utility when they mutually train a global model
in privacy-preserving setting. Our study differs from Zhang et al.’s work in that we study the privacy-utility trade-off
during LLM inference, whereby prompts and LLM responses are exchanged between a client and a server. In contrast,
Zhang et al. [7] focused on federated learning, during which the clients and the server exchange model parameters and
gradients. This difference requires a fundamentally distinct definition of privacy leakage, thereby entailing a novel
theoretical analysis of the privacy-utility trade-off.

5. Conclusion

While LLMs offer tremendous benefits in terms of productivity enhancement and data analysis, their usage also
raises concerns about the security and privacy of user queries. Protecting privacy is, therefore, crucial when prompting
LLMs for inference, and minimizing privacy leakage is a fundamental requirement. Various randomization approaches
have been suggested for safeguarding prompts’ privacy. However, adoption of protection mechanisms may introduce
utility loss. This conflict between minimizing privacy leakage and utility loss motivated us to investigate whether
developing a protection mechanism that simultaneously achieves utility loss and minimal privacy leakage is plausible.

To answer this question, we propose a privacy-preserving LLM inference framework. Within this framework, we
propose a No-Free-Lunch Theorem for privacy-preserving LLM inference, demonstrating that the weighted summation
of these factors exceeds a constant which is contingent on specific problem and non-zero. This highlights inevitable
loss of utility when leakage budget of privacy is excessively constrained.

Moving forward, it is essential to continue exploring novel approaches and solutions to strike an optimal balance
between privacy and utility. Our future study may concentrate on refining and expanding privacy-preserving LLM
inference framework, investigating additional protection mechanisms (e.g., encryption), and evaluating their practical
and theoretical effectiveness.
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Appendix A. Analysis for Lemma 4.1

Lemma Appendix A.1 (Theoretical Relationship between Privacy Leakage and Distortion Extent). Let Assumption 4.2
hold. The semi-honest attacker uses an optimization algorithm to infer the original prompt d of the client based on the
protected prompt d̃. Let w and w̃ represent the embeddings of d and d̃, respectively. Let d(m) represent m-th token of d,
d̃(m) represent m-th token of d̃. Let ∆ = ∥ 1

|d|
∑|d|

m=1 g(d(m)) − 1
|d|

∑|d|
m=1 g(d̃(m))∥ represent the distortion of the embedding.

Let Assumption 4.3 hold. That is, the expected regret of the optimization algorithm in a total of I, I > 0, rounds is
Θ(Ip). We have that

R(w) ≥ 1 −
cb∆ + c2 · cbIp−1

Ω
, (A.1)

where c2 is introduced in Assumption 4.3, and cb is introduced in Assumption 4.2.

Proof. Recall that

R(w̃) = 1 −
1
I

I∑
i=1

|| 1
|d|

∑|d|
m=1(d(m)

i (w̃) − d(m))||

Ω
. (A.2)

To protect privacy, the client selects a protection mechanism, which maps the original parameter w to a protected
parameter w̃. After observing the protected parameter, a semi-honest adversary infers the private information using
the optimization approaches. Let d(m)

i represent the reconstructed data at iteration i using the optimization algorithm.
Therefore the cumulative regret over I rounds

I∑
i=1

[||g(d(m)
i (w̃)) − w|| − ||g(d) − w||] =

I∑
i=1

[||g(d(m)
i (w̃)) − g(d)||]

= Θ(Ip).

Therefore, we have

c0 · Ip ≤

I∑
i=1

||g(d(m)
i (w̃)) − g(d)|| = Θ(Ip) ≤ c2 · Ip, (A.3)

where c0 and c2 are constants independent of I.
Let x and x′ represent two data. From our assumption, we have that

ca||g(x) − g(x′)|| ≤ ||x − x′|| ≤ cb||g(x) − g(x′)||. (A.4)

Let d(m)
i (w̃) represent the reconstructed m-th data at iteration i using the optimization algorithm. We have that

||
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(d(m)
i (w̃) − d(m))|| ≤ ||

1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(d̃(m) − d(m))|| + ||
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(d(m)
i (w̃) − d̃(m))||

≤ cb · ||
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(g(d̃(m)) − g(d(m)))|| + cb||
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(g(d(m)
i (w̃)) − g(d̃(m)))||

where the second inequality is due to || 1
|d|

∑|d|
m=1(d̃(m) − d(m))|| ≤ cb · ||

1
|d|

∑|d|
m=1(g(d̃(m)) − g(d(m)))|| and || 1

|d|
∑|d|

m=1(d(m)
i −

d̃(m))|| ≤ cb||
1
|d|

∑|d|
m=1(g(d(m)

i (w̃)) − g(d̃(m)))||.
From the definition of distortion extent, we know that

∥
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

g(d(m)) −
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

g(d̃(m))∥ = ∆. (A.5)
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Therefore, we have

Ω(1 − R(w̃)) =
1
I

I∑
i=1

||
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(d(m)
i − d)|| ≤ cb∆ + cb ·

1
I

I∑
i=1

||
1
|d|

|d|∑
m=1

(g(d(m)
i (w̃)) − g(d̃(m)))||

≤ cb∆ + c2 · cbIp−1.

Note that cb + cbc2 ≤ Ω. Therefore, we have that

R(w̃) ≥ 1 −
cb∆ + c2 · cbIp−1

Ω
. (A.6)

Appendix B. Lemma 4.2 Quantitative Relationship between TV(P̃||P̆) and Privacy Leakage

Lemma Appendix B.1 (Theoretical Relationship between Privacy Leakage and Total Variation Distance). Let ϵp be
defined in Eq. (2). Let P̃ and P̆ represent the distribution of the embedding before and after being protected. Then we
have,

ϵp ≥ C1 · TV(P̃||P̆),

where C1 =

(
1− cb+c2 ·cb I p−1

Ω

)
c .

Proof. LetU = {w ∈ Wp : dP̆(w) − dP̃(w) > 0}, andV = {w ∈ Wp : dP̆(w) − dP̃(w) < 0}, whereWp represents the
union of the supports of P̆ and P̃.

For any w ∈ V, the definition of V implies that dP̃(w) > dP̆(w) ≥ 0. Therefore, w belongs to the support of P̃,
which is denoted as W̃. Therefore we have that

V ⊂ W̃. (B.1)

Similarly, we have that

U ⊂ W̆. (B.2)

Recall that w represents the embedding, P̆ represents the distribution of the embedding after being protected, and
P̆(w) represents the corresponding probability density function.

We define

R(w) = 1 −
1
I

I∑
i=1

||di(w) − d̆||
Ω

. (B.3)

The privacy leakage is defined as

ϵp = R(P̃) − R(P̆), (B.4)

where R(P̃) = Ew∼P̃[R(w)] and R(P̆) = Ew∼P̆[R(w)].
Then we have that
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ϵp = R(P̃) − R(P̆)
= Ew∼P̃[R(w)] − Ew∼P̆[R(w)]

=

∫
W

R(w)dP̃(w) −
∫
W

R(w)dP̆(w)

=

∫
V

R(w)[dP̃(w) − dP̆(w)] −
∫
U

R(w)[dP̆(w) − dP̃(w)]

≥ inf
w∈V

R(w)
∫
V

[dP̃(w) − dP̆(w)] − sup
w∈U

R(w)
∫
U

[dP̆(w) − dP̃(w)]

=

(
inf
w∈V

R(w) − sup
w∈U

R(w)
) ∫
V

[dP̃(w) − dP̆(w)].

From the definition of total variation distance, we have∫
U

[dP̃(w) − dP̆(w)] = ||P̃ − P̆||TV. (B.5)

From Lemma Appendix A.1, we know that,

R(w) ≥ 1 −
cb∆ + c2 · cbIp−1

Ω
. (B.6)

Therefore, we have that

ϵp ≥

(
inf
w∈V

R(w) − sup
w∈U

R(w)
) ∫
V

[dP̃(w) − dP̆(w)]

≥ inf
w∈V

R(w)
c

∫
V

[dP̃(w) − dP̆(w)]

≥ inf
w∈V

1
c

(
1 −

cb∆ + c2 · cbIp−1

Ω

)
· TV(P̃||P̆)

≥ C1 · TV(P̃||P̆),

where the second inequality is due to Assumption 3.1, the third inequality is due to Eq. (B.6), and the fourth inequality

is due to C1 =

(
1− cb+c2 ·cb I p−1

Ω

)
c and ∆ ≤ 1.

Appendix C. Analysis forLemma 4.3: Quantitative Relationship between TV(P||P̃) and ϵu

Lemma Appendix C.1 (Theoretical Relationship between Utility Loss and Total Variation Distance). Let Assump-
tion 4.1 hold, and ϵu be defined in Definition 3.2. Let P and P̃ represent the distribution of the aggregated parameter
before and after being protected. Then we have,

ϵu ≥
∆

2
· TV(P||P̃).

Proof. LetU = {w ∈ Wu : dP̃(w) − dP(w) > 0}, andV = {w ∈ Wu : dP̃(w) − dP(w) < 0}, whereWu represents the
union of the supports of P̃ and P.

For any w ∈ V, the definition of V implies that dP(w) > dP̃(w) ≥ 0. Therefore, w belongs to the support of P,
which is denoted asW. Therefore we have that

V ⊂Wu. (C.1)
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Similarly, we have that

U ⊂ W̃. (C.2)

It is assumed that the utility of the unprotected model information achieves the maximal value at the convergence
step. Therefore, we have that

W ⊂W∗. (C.3)

Notice that from the definition ofW∗, for any w ∈ W and w∗ ∈ W∗ we have that

U(w∗) ≥ U(w). (C.4)

Let ∆ be a positive constant defined in Assumption 4.1, from Definition 4.2 we have

W∆ =
{
w ∈ W̃ : |U(w∗) − U(w)| ≤ ∆,∀w∗ ∈ W∗

}
,

which implies that for any w ∈ W̃ \W∆ and w∗ ∈ W∗ it holds that

|U(w∗) − U(w)| > ∆. (C.5)

Combining Eq. (C.4) and Eq. (C.5), for any w ∈ W̃ \W∆ and w∗ ∈ W∗ we have

U(w∗) − U(w) > ∆. (C.6)

Recall that P̃ represents the distribution of the aggregated parameter after being protected. Then we have

ϵu = U(P) − U(P̃)
= Ew∼P[U(w)] − Ew∼P̃[U(w)]

=

∫
W

U(w)dP(w) −
∫
W

U(w)dP̃(w)

=

∫
V

U(w)[dP(w) − dP̃(w)] −
∫
U

U(w)[dP̃(w) − dP(w)]

♠
=

∫
V

U(w)1{w ∈ W∗}[dP(w) − dP̃(w)] −
∫
U

U(w)[dP̃(w) − dP(w)]

⋆
=

∫
V

U(w)1{w ∈ W∗}[dP(w) − dP̃(w)] −
∫
U

U(w)1{w ∈ W̃}[dP̃(w) − dP(w)]

where ♠ is due toV ⊂Wu ⊂ W
∗ from Eq. (C.1) and Eq. (C.3), and ⋆ is due toU ⊂ W̃ from Eq. (C.2).

We decompose
∫
U

U(w)1{w ∈ W̃}[dP̃(w) − dP(w)] as the summation of
∫
U

U(w)1{w ∈ W̃}1{w ∈ W∆}[dP̃(w) −

dP(w)] and
∫
U

U(w)1{w ∈ W̃}1{w <W∆}[dP̃(w) − dP(w)]. Then we have

ϵu =

∫
V

U(w)1{w ∈ W∗}[dP(w) − dP̃(w)] −
∫
U

U(w)1{w ∈ W̃}[dP̃(w) − dP(w)]

≥ ∆ ·

[
TV(P||P̃) −

∫
U

1{w ∈ W̃}1{w ∈ W∆}[dP̃(w) − dP(w)]
]

≥ ∆ · TV(P||P̃) − ∆ ·
∫
W̃

1{w ∈ W∆}dP̃(w)

≥
∆

2
· TV(P||P̃),

in which
17
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• the first inequality is due to U(w) ≤ U(w∗) for any w ∈ W∆ and w∗ ∈ W∗ according to Eq. (C.4), and
U(w∗) − U(w) > ∆ for any w ∈ W̃ \W∆ and w∗ ∈ W∗ from Eq. (C.6).

• the second inequality is due to
∫
U
1{w ∈ W̃}1{w ∈ W∆}[dP̃(w) − dP(w)] ≤

∫
U
1{w ∈ W̃}1{w ∈ W∆}dP̃(w) ≤∫

W̃
1{w ∈ W∆}dP̃(w).

• the third inequality is due to
∫
W̃
1{w ∈ W∆}dP̃(w) ≤ TV(P||P̃)

2 .

Appendix D. Analysis of Theorem 4.4

With Lemma Appendix B.1 and Lemma Appendix C.1, it is now natural to provide a quantitative relationship
between the utility loss and the privacy leakage (Theorem Appendix D.1).

Theorem Appendix D.1 (No free lunch theorem (NFL) for privacy and utility). Let ϵp be defined in Definition 3.1,
and let ϵu be defined in Definition 3.2, with Assumption 4.1 we have that

C2

C1
· ϵp + ϵu ≥ C2 · TV(P||P̆),

where C1 = 1 − cb+c2·cbIp−1

Ω
and C2 =

∆
2 .

Proof. From Lemma Appendix B.1, we have

ϵp ≥ C1 · TV(P̃||P̆) (D.1)

Let C2 =
∆
2 . From Lemma Appendix C.1, we have

ϵu ≥ C2 · TV(P||P̃). (D.2)

Combining Eq. (D.1) and Eq. (D.2), we have that

C2

C1
· ϵp + ϵu = C2 · (TV(P̃||P̆) + TV(P||P̃))

≥ C2 · TV(P||P̆).

Therefore, we have that

C2

C1
· ϵp + ϵu ≥ C2 · TV(P||P̆),

where C1 = 1 − cb+c2·cbIp−1

Ω
and C2 =

∆
2 .
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